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hemistry TAs generate student disgust
kROL WHITE
Iff Writer
Many chemistry students at
DP have been and still are
[erly frustrated by some of
[ TAs inability to communi[e verbally. For these stu[nts, this is a very sensitive
t important topic at UOP.
"This is not a situation
lique to UOP," commented
[. Patrick Jones, head of the
liemistry Department. "This
the reality of any university,
his is an important part of
ling in college. People attend
pool for learning, experiences
Id diversity."
In addition, Dr. Jones feels
at, "It is important to interact
hd be able to communicate
nth other people for personal
rawth."
According to Dr. Paul Gross,
pad of organic chemistry labs,
le have the best TAs around,
rour out of five of the Ohem. TAs have their masters
pgrees and are in the doctoral
rogram. Furthermore, it is a

Religious
beliefs
debated
among
students

JOP's Baun Fitness
osing members
4*

.
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LAUREN ZIMMERMAN
staft. Wr jter

There has been a decline
in membership at the Baun
Student Fitness Center.
Sudents seem to be going
elsewhere to meet their fit
ness needs. Since the open8 ing of Baun on February 19,
§ 1992 approximately six hun|dred students per semester
may have last appeal,

See Baun, page 3
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Public Safety Report

Across the Nation

October 29 - November 4,1998
Prepared by Jerry L. Houston

Cornell student found dead in
nearby gorge
Cornell Daily Sun (Cornell U.)
At 9:09 a.m. on Saturday, an Ithaca
. police officer was flagged down by a
passerby who reported seeing a
body at the bottom of Fall Creek gorge. The body, later identi
fied as David Wasclyke '02, was recovered from the north side
of the gorge, approximately 120 feet west of the suspension
bridge, according to a statement by the Ithaca Police
Department.
The cause of death has not yet been determined although no
foul play is suspected. However, the cause of his death is said
to be accidental, according to an e-mail sent to all Industrial
and Libor Relations students by ILR assistant dean and direc
tor of student services James McPherson.
An autopsy was conducted in Albany at 9 a.m. Sunday
morning, and results will be released today. Wasdyke, a fresh
man in the College of Industrial and Labor Relations, lived in a
quad in Dickson Hall.
According to the New Student Record, his interests were
golt and hockey and he planned to study law. A community
support meeting, including representatives from Cornell police
and Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) was held
for friends and hallmates on Saturday night in the Unit 5
Dickson lounge. Another meeting may be scheduled for
Tuesday.

Cornell U. streakers spur
'Wannabe Riot'
Cornell Daily Sun (Cornell U.)
About 200 students congregated
in Collegetown Friday night, forcing
the temporary shutdown of a seg
ment of College Avenue stretching from Collegetown Bagels to
Wendy's. Students began gathering at about 1 a.m. amidst
,n-?°w °f a '.'streakin8" by members of the Pi Kappa Epsilon
I ike) fraternity. After the streaking at about 1:20 a.m., students
ingered in the streets, disrupted traffic and jumped on cars. At
east one student was arrested.
"After the brothers from Pike streaked people started jump
ing on cars, said Chris Merkley '01, who said he recognized
some of the fraternity's members.
idd!.ljCkl,y' 'f

Was

^st

a uannabe

riot, Cornell-style," he

Barr attributed the congregation to an "expurgation of preim madness. He said no one was hurt, although "one woman
" a C a r W . a s , h U , n J * f a c e " Students remained i n the street
until nearly 2 a m., chanting and watching some other students
nmdOW

°f a loP-floor

Co^A
^T?apartment on
College Avenue. A Cornell senior who was arrested asked to
•main anonymous. "A few buddies and I just tried to start the
wave, and them the cops asked us to stop," he said. "I was just
walking up the block, saw the police lights, and decided to
!T'w? , f GTrdCV00' addin& "l
why every8
Pike
l^nd '•
,a °°Uple °f
running
around. Pike was unavailable for comment last night.

Editor's Note: Due to the excitement at Cornell
university, both stories are from this campus.

\ m •»!

VANDALISM
When

Where
Southwest Hall
Pharmacy
Parking Lot #19 (levee)
Parking Lot #6 (by Carter House)

Oct 31
Oct 31
Nov 1
Nov 1

Parking Lot #7 (behind fraternities)

Nov 1

What

Graffiti on vehicle
Broken sprinklers
Windows on two parked
vehicles broken out
Wires pulled from
parked vehicle

BURGLARY
Where
Stadium Drive @ Pacific Ave.

When
Oct 31

Where
Psychology Department

THEFT
When
Nov 4

Where
Archania
Pacific Ave. @ Knoles
Southwest Hall
Rudkin Way

Loss unknown

MISCELLANEOUS
When
Oct 31
Oct 31
Nov 1
Nov 1

Curfew violation
DUI arrest
Lost cell phone
Passenger in a stopped
vehicle spat upon

Delta Sigma Pi

Garage
Sale
in front of
Manor Hall

7:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.
Open Da.fr from I lam to 12 Mdntght- Fri> S*Til lam

XOCHIMILCO

me

We specialize in sports and auto injuries.
Students welcome to call for free consultation.

The Waterfront Warehouse
445 W.Weber Ave. Ste# 242 • Stockton, CA 95203

Phone: (209) 948-5070

Fax: (209) 948-5995

FINE MEXICAN CTJtSTNE
Ticos i&Khlladu -Tosudas Chile! Rell,r,oi
Chknichanjaj • Floutas

\

v iv

3« Wh San Joaquin Stockton. Ca fcj-3784

A Jolly Good Time!
Noon to 2 am Everyday
'Pool
•Darts
•Pinball
•Sports TVs
•World's Best
Microbrews
•Full Bar with
Daily Drink
Specials

$2.00 Off
AUTHENTIC
NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA
SANDWICHES • FRESH SALADS •SOUP

Any Large Pizza
with coupon

DRAFT BEER • WINES

2300 W. Alpine Ave
(3 Block From 1-5)
•««•«« 462-6668

one coupon
per pizza
expires 1/31
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acifican staff travels to Kansas City for conference
ALEX ZAMANSKY
eWs Editor

sions," said Editor-in-Chief
Trent Allen. "There was
more than enough to keep
Ten members of The everyone busy day and
acifican
staff
flew to night."
ansas City, Missouri to
The Pacifican staff that
ttend
the
Associated went represented advertis
~ollege
Press/College ing, business, management,
1edia Advisers Conference editorial, layout and design,
as well as phoast week.
Nearly 2,000 tography.
T
h
e
Also attend inference was college students
eld in the Hyatt
the
attended the £?„ sas
egency
Hotel
City
ocated in down- Conference with Conference was
own
Kansas
each session Pacifican advis
er Dr. Hilton of
ity.
lasting about the
It consisted of
Commarious open ses
fifty minutes. u n i c a t i o n
sions relating to
Department.
newpaper layout and story
Nearly 2,000 college stu
ideas to news media man dents
attended
the
agement to other various Conference with each ses
forms of communcation sion lasting about fifty min
such as instruction on radio utes.
and yearbook.
On average, each member
"The Conference offered of the Pacifican staff attend
a diverse selection of ses ed five to six sessions a day

Baun

Continued from page 1

have registered to work out
at Baun Fitness Center. This
did not include the three
hundred athletes and twen
ty-five faculty staff members
who used the gym's facilities.
Vet
membership
has
decreased since last semester.
It is believed that the reason
membership was lower this
semester than in the past was
due to the bad public rela
tions the fitness center was
giving to students. With the
49ers using a new atheltic
facility, equipment
was
removed from Baun, and the
process of getting new equip
ment seemed to have been
delayed.
New
equipment
was
delivered at a much later
date than what was original
ly expected. However, as of
early September, twelve
thousand dollars was spent
°n new weight training
equipment, and ten thousand
ollars went to the purchase
of new tread mills. Baun
'tness Center was giving
itself a new look, a look
directed at the students.
As of November 5, Jennifer

that related to their area
within the newspaper.
While it was mostly pickand-choose for the staff
members as to what ses
sions they wanted to attend.
Photography Editor Scott
Kaufmann was handed a
schedule of sessions on
Thursday giving him a com
plete listing for what he
might want to attend for
photography.
"Since there was a session
every time slot, it made
sense to have everything all
together, making things eas
ier and less stressful," said
Kaufmann. "It was a lot
easier to know where things
were and not be running
back and forth."
The Pacifican staff flew
out
of
San
Francisco
International Airport at
12:40 a.m. Thursday morn
ing.
They
landed
in

Saxton will take an active role Stockton. This may be due to
at Baun Fitness Center as the on campus workshops pro
new Fitness Manager for the vided to the students by 24entire student body. Fitness Hour Fitness. It is also their
oriented workshops and pro Corporate Wellness month
grams will now be more where students can join at a
prominent. These workshops discounted rate. Baun Fitness
will address various ideas Center plans on reviewing
regarding fitness manage membership fees and possi
bly offering a new student
ment and equipment needs.
But it may also be
In time the center plans on tee.
working with Cowell Health believed that Baun Fitness re
center to have information opened too late.
How do the students feel
regarding fitness readily
their
fitness
available. Soon students will regarding
have access to information options here at UOP? Senior
pretaining to various topics Sarah Pearlman states, "The
concerning healthy living times that were available to
such as: diet, weight control, work out at Baun Fitness
Centerconflicted with my
and weight lifting.
Sophomore
It is the objective of Baun schedule."
Fitness Center to want people Megan Heinrich stated that,
to be fit, healthy and happy. "They took too long to get the
Since the fitness center is now new equipment, so I went
under the Office of Student some where else."
With more and more stu
Life, it is felt that the needs of
dents
going off-campus to
the students have and will be
joing
health
and fitness cen
addressed
Still, many students chose ters, UOP and the depart
to use other facilities in ment of Student Life will like
Stockton instead of the Baun ly take a closer look at how
Fitness Center? It is reported they can "win back" those
that membership among that were lost in the shuffle of
UOP students has increased the 49ers coming and the
by approximately fitty per Atheltic Department's relocacent this semester at 24-Hour tinion of the fitness equip
Fitness
Centers
around ment.
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Kansas City's skyline served as the backdrop to the ACP conference..
Minneapolis for a two-hour
layover before arriving in
Kansas City around 9:30
a.m.
The trip was a successful
one. For some members of
the staff, it was their first
flight. For others, it was a
chance to meet future busi
ness connections after grad
uation.
"It was a very solid con

ference," said Hilton. "It
gave me an opportunity to
both
appreciate
the
Pacifican staff and do some
networking with other
media
professionals."
Future considerations for
possible journalistic con
ventions for The Pacifican
staff include trips to New
York, San Francisco, as well
as Atlanta, Georgia.
3 BedroonT^N
\Townhomew'

Missioij Villas

TOWN ^ HOME^ APARTMENTS

HUGE FLOORPLANS
Mon. - Sat. 9:30 - 5:30

M

* Gated Community •

STARTING AT $565 I^ WJSHER

209-951-0287

"Tine the Difference"

. Firepiaces
* Close to Shopping

' w -

CONNECTION

"Tuxedo Rentals

II

$39.95

An Additional 20% for UOP Students
With This Coupon
Includes: Tuxedo Coat & Pants, Cumberbund
and Tie, Suspenders, Studs and Cufflings.
Come In Eartjr For Best Selection

Stockton
477-1442
702 Porter Ave Pacific and Porter

EM
Mult Bring Coupon »t Time of Order

Manteca
23t-5SI I
HON. Main
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School of Pharmacy and
ASUOP not seeing eye-to-eye Women's Volleyball
•Jrchives November 17, 199S

A

DOUG HINKLE
Staff Writer
A meeting on November 16,
has been arranged between
Judith
Chambers,
VicePresident of Student Life,
Philip Oppenheimer, the Dean
of Pharmacy, along with
Russell Marzette, ASUOP
President and Shaun Young
the President of the Academy
of Students of Pharmacy.
The meeting is a result of a
recent letter sent by the ASP
executive board to the ASUOP
President. The ASP (Academy
of Students of Pharmacy) in
the letter dated November 4th,
1998 to the ASUOP President
expressed
their
concern
(among other things), over the
financial relationship with
ASUOP.
The letter states, "As one of
the largest constituent schools
under ASUOP we do not feel
the amount of funding allotted

is adequate for our purposes to
promote the health care profes
sion." Senator at Large G. Jon
Baggett's thoughts on this
were, "It comes down to this,
there isn't enough money to go
around."
According to the letter,
because ASP doesn't receive
adequate
funding
from
ASUOP it must then engage in
fundraising which takes time
away from the pharmacy stu
dents' busy schedules. ASP
believes the best way to
improve relationships between
itself and ASUOP is for two
things to happen. The first is
that they "wish to be formally
recognized as professional stu
dents enrolled in a professional
school."
The second being that they
want to be treated like profes
sional students. ASP feels that
these underline many of the
problems that ASP faces.
According to Baggett, "In

later accused Ali of using these
passages out of context.
Continued from page 1
Shahim Ali it should be noted
God. For instance, in one pas has no formal training in clas
sage Jesus is tempted by the sic studies, language or theolo
Devil, but in the Bible it says gy Islamic or Christian. In fact,
that the Devil couldn't tempt Ali was five years ago a
God so how could God and Christian who converted after
Jesus be the same if the Devil trying to prove that Islam was
could tempt one, but not the wrong and became instead a
other. Another thing Ali point convert.
Kay Nelson who had stud
ed out was that the Bible's
view of God is somewhat dif ied in the Middle East, brought
ferent than the Koran view. Ali up what she saw as a major
mentioned that in the creation reason why people have a hard
story, there is the reference that time interpreting the Bible.
The original text is written in
God rested.
Ali's point was that why a Semitic language for a
thought-pattern.
does a God need to rest, to the Semitic
Muslimis that would be According to Nelson current
absurd. Nelson refuted that by civilization thinking is domi
mentioning that in the nated by Ancient Greek philos
Hebrew, the word isnit rested, ophy which emphasized dual
itis that God ceased. Nelson ism. Night and day, up and

Beliefs

Chemistry_
Continued from page 1

speakers' lab averages."
Dr. Jones also added that
"All faculty have an open
door policy. If students are
having problems, simply
come in and see us. We're here

a rn . perfect i4;r\rlrl
if WOllld
ASP's
world, it
would
recieve all of the $52.50 each of
it's students paid."
The letter came as a disap
pointment
to
President
Marzette. He stated "It went to
administration first, students
second." He also mentioned
that, "the letter unintentional
ly sets a poor tone." Marzette's
desire for communication
between ASP and ASUOP is
nothing new.
Marzette also requested a
meeting during September,
this meeting also never hap
pened. Shaun Young, in an email to Marzette, told him that
he would try to find a time in
which they could meet. Ten
days later, Young had not
replied back with a time in
which he and Marzette could
meet.
The desire to be formally
recognized as a professional
school already exists, accord
ing to Marzette.
(

down are all manifestations of
dualism.
After the first two thirtyminutes speeches and a ten
minute rebuttal. The audience
submitted questions to be
asked
by
the
MC,
Janmohamed. During the
question period though, audi
ence members tried to reply to
the answers that the speakers
gave.
The MSA had to keep insist
ing that the audience not
engage in a free-style discus
sion. A few times, members of
the MSA would approach an
audience
member
who
wouldn't stay silent.
Never the less, Janmohamed
felt it went well. "It was a good
discussion, I think it gave peo
ple new insight into both sides
of the issue."

to help."
that has two sides. The issue
Dr. Robert Beneditti, Dean remains that this is a multicul
of COP, summed up the issue tural society where we must
by saying "The TAs are all interact effectively. The
screened and their English TAs' willingness to learn and
tested. If need be, we provide speak English needs to be bal
additional training for the TAs anced with the students'
in spoken language.
patience and willingness to
"This is an ongoing issue learn in a new situation."

the pacifican
The University- of the
Pacifica's women's volleyhall team was far more dis
appointed than arty of its
3,037 fans in attendance at
the Spanos Center on
Saturday night.
The Tigers handiy won
the first game against the
defending national champi
ons but then relinquished
their momentum by passing
poorly in the second and
third games. With the pres
sure mounting as the match
wore on, UOP also found it
increasingly more difficult to
keep its serving tough.
"Unitl the fourth game, 1
didn't think it was very good
volleyball. In the first game,
we played really poorly and
in the second game, thye
played really poorly, " Long
Beach head coach Brian
Gimmillaro said after his
team's see-saw victory.
After losing a close third
game, the Tigers fiught even
harder , winning Game 4 to

extend the match. Both
teams turned up their offen
sive power and hustled op.
;omg
into the faster, rally-scored

e.
Then the intensity level
flared higher as tension perthroughout the
Pacific was just as deter
mined to win as Long Beach,
but at the end of the match,
the 49ers had outlasted the
Tigers in order to obtain
their fourth consecutive con
ference title.
The players and coaches
are from both teams are well
aware that they will proba
bly be matched up again in
the regionals of the NCAA
tournament.
"We know that the bigger
prize is at the end with the
torunament,"
BentonBozman said. "We'll proba
bly have to end up playing
Long Beach in order to go to
the Final Four. But 1 think
we
can
win
the
Championship."

YOUR BANK FOR YOUR FUTURE

UOP STUDENT CHECKING
ACCOUNT - $3.00 per month
Stop by one of our offices to discuss
Credit Cards
Savings Accounts
Altaviile
Columbia
Stockton
Member
FDIC

736-4655
536-5900
943-7400

Arnold
Groveland
Tracv

http://www.pacificstatebank.com
piicstate@aol.com

795-1^
962-4305
839-272"
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SCOTT SWITZER
OP-ED EDITOR
946-2114

EDITORIAL
Quote of the
Week
:XF ^OU DO/STT VDT£

"Political
action is the
highest
responsibility
of a citizen."
— John F.
Kennedy
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Question of t h e week
COMPILED BY JOE DEVERA

Did you vote in last
Tuesday's election?
"Yes, because I want
to contribute to the
democratic process
and because it is an
important
responsibility."
Steven Tranl
Junior \

Tyson is a disgrace to boxing
Tyson's Nevada license has been reinstated

C A U A U CLASS
n ACC
SARAH
Staff Writer

I wonder why Holyfield
ias agreed to fight Tyson, or
why anyone would fight him.
Mike Tyson's license has
It seems like a bunch of
been reinstated by the state of macho posturing to me.
Nevada after a fif
Everyone
teen month proba
Allowing Tyson to wants to
tion. He is expected
continue... says it is take on
to fight again this
Tyson to
acceptable to
January. Holyfield,
p r o v e
even after having trangress the rules.
that they
his car bitten, says
are tough
that he is willing to have a re guys, unafraid of Tyson the
match with Tyson.
notorious ear-biter. But this
I think that all boxers attitude is one which could
should refuse to fight Tyson. cause harm to the boxers who
The Nevada State Athletic fight Tyson. Allowing Tyson
Commission shouldn't have
to continue in the sport of
gicen him back his license.
boxing sets a precedent that
I le is a disgrace to the sport
says it is acceptable to draanc' a danger as
well. Hoiyflcld is fucTy
5j
bis ear is slill attached
''
e
'
b
k
a ^ of honor ^de of

good sportsmanship.
Boxers are generally portrayed as hard workers who
have a deep passion for what
they do, individuals who
have the ability to concen
trate and focus their energies.
What does Tyson do for this
positive image of a boxer? He
was convicted in 1992 for
rape and faces another trial
on December 1 for assault
charges. He allegedly kicked
one man in the groin—a dirty
move, which comes as no
surprise—and
punched
another.
Tyson has no self control
and should not be allowed to
fight. He gives a bad name to
e S
sport
anc
the
2
P« of boxing "an
should have his license pet
manently revoked.

"Yes, it's important
your citizen's
duties."
Jami Hirsch
Freshman
"Yeah, of course,

VisiunirSlriii ttcanty
S'itimlu^
" Cmto' tew>ss from Starts)

WINNING
*

I

^
voice my

T~hc f~CUt((fu

<?«4
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10% Discount With This Ad OtTX iT a^

^Students

For our view on this topic, see
Editorial on page 5.
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of teen cop-outs in today's American society

OTT SWITZER
pinion Editor
Last week
in Texas, a 17
year
old
teenage boy
stabbed a 14
year old girl
repeatedly
the neck. The girl was a
iend of his. The young man
romised to take her to the
ospital as long as she didn't
1 the authorities what really
appened. Eventually, the girl
id go to the authorities, and
ae boy was arrested.
The boy was a fan of
iarilyn Manson, and he
lamed his actions on Manson.

He told the police that after lis
tening to songs recorded by
Manson, he began to have
"uncontrollable urges." He
stabbed the girl in a wood
shed behind his house, a wood
shed he used to worship Satan.
Anyone naive enough to
believe that Marilyn Manson
caused this guy to stab his
friend probably has an IQ
close to that of a slug.
Whatever else Manson may
be, he is not brainwashing the
youth of this country to go out
and stab their friends. This is a
ridiculous ploy by a kid who
does not wish to take responsi
bility for his own actions.
He decided to cop out, and
place the blame on a person

who most people in this coun
try despise anyway. This claim
will likely spur new antiManson campaigns, as these
people seem to look for any
reason to hate this man.
My question is this, has any
one actually listened to
Marilyn Manson in an inter
view? The "man" is more
intelligent than a good majori
ty of the people who seek to
destroy him. He may have
very controversial views and
actions, but he has the ability
to argue them with anyone.
The blaming of Manson for
this incident is almost identical
to episodes of the past. In the
1980's, another controversial
rocker by the name of Ozzy

Ozboume was blamed for a
number of teen suicides.
The main argument behind
these accusations was that
Ozbourne had a song entitled
"suicide solution." None of
these critics ever bothered to
listen to the lyrics in this song,
or they may have saved them
selves for looking like idiots.
The song was about alco
holism,
and
someone
Ozboume knew who drank
himself to death. This isn't
exactly an all out promotion of
suicide, now is it.
Society, or particular parts
of society, need to cease with
useless finger pointing. It is
time to stop being so quick to
place the blame on the Marilyn

Mansons and the Ozzy
Ozbournes of the world.
The mother of the boy knew
he was practicing Satanism,
although he was not practicing
it very well. The church of
Satan does not advocate sacri
fice of any kind. Although this
woman was right in allowing
her son the freedom to think
what he wants, she should
have been more aware of his
actions. Personal beliefs are
fine until they harm someone
else. If we are to place the
blame on anyone in this case,
place the blame on the parties
responsible. Place them on the
mother of the boy, or more
appropriately, on the boy him
self.

Trashy, sleazy, and
tomach-queasy
alk shows
Why is America so preoccupied
with violent and ignorant talk
shows?
OSEPH DE VERA
Staff Writer
Flying fists, pulling hair,
slapping, hitting, wrestling,
screaming, and crying are
'he daily rituals of the trashy
hut fun-to-watch show7, Jerry
Springer. Talk shows like
' he Jerry Springer Show and
'he Jenny Jones Show satisfy
'he American hunger for
controversy and excitement.
x'me people will actually
Tiy up late and sacrifice an
x'ra hour (or two) of sleep
Us' to watch
two first
ousins talk about their sex
life.
America's drama kings
irtd queens come out on
|age and reveal everything
" °ut themselves, literally,
s astounding to hear about
11 'he mad drama happennh 'n the land of the free
7 'he home of the brave,
se bizarre guests are def11"e y courageous for mak-

ing fools of themselves
while
entertaining
the
American public. I have to
give them my respect for
their efforts.
Most of the time, the
guests on these shows are
actors, rehearsing the scene
hours ueiuic
before uk
the show.
nours
wun. Many
Jerry Springer guests have
come forward and admitted
playing the game as well.
that the entire scene they did
The audience members par
was an act. Luckily, these
ticipate in the intense scene
guests were paid before they
telling off everyone on stage
came forward. Three years
with the support and
ago, I remembered two
encouragement from the rest
guests who came on the
of America. Even TV audi
Jenny Jones show for "Being
ences at home become so
Cheap", but the next day,
engulfed in the drama.
while watching another talk
Sophomore,
Kim
Lanh
show, I saw the same couple
watches Jerry Springer. Lanh
talking about a completely
said, "Sometimes I start
different topic.
yelling and snapping my fin
It's all fun and games for
gers at the TV, . . • and when
these talk shows that make
I'm done, I look at my
millions of dollars from live
friends, and they just stare at
audiences and major sponme like I'm crazy."
sors, but Americans who
But these talk shows are
watch these shows enjoy

all about crazy guests. Jenny
Jones' topics always seem to
evolve around body images,
such as breast implants,
nerds who now look good,
and mothers who dress like
prostitutes. Jerry Springers'
guests all have relationship
problems that are caused by
affairs and sexual acts. Some
of his topics include dominatrix, incest, and strippers
who confess to their sexual
encounters while working. 1
guess that these strippers
put in a lot of overtime.
Audiences enjoy
the
adrenaline rushes from

watching
these shows.
Though many disagree with
the content of these shows,
they provide fun, entertain
ment, and pleasure for oth
ers. It was proven that
America missed the trash
and sleaze that the shows
provided
when
J^fV
Springer took out the vio
lence and lost viewer rat
ings. As long as people are
aware that many of the top
ics are fake and that the
guests are actors, these
shows will continue to pro
vide a dramatic bedtime
story for many Americans.
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There is a reason for Anti-hate crime laws in U.S
Dear Editor

! was pleased to see that

The Pacifican has addressed
the issue of violence against
gay people. 1 was less
pleased at the context.
First, there appeared to be
an attempt at scapegoating
certain particularly obnox
ious groups of self-styled
Christians. While some of
these people did show up at
the
funeral
to
harass
Matthew Shepard's grieving
parents, the problem of
homophobia is far more
widespread than that. It is
endemic in American life.
The suicide rate among
gay teenagers far exceeds

their percentage in the
teenage population. Recent
data indicates that there are
about as many murders of
gay people each year in this
country—murders based on
the victims' sexuality—as
there were lynchings of
African-Americans in the
1920's, a low point in our
20th century race relations.
The problem is not simply
a handful of vile "fundamen
talists" from Kansas and
Texas. It is not simply a few
deranged thugs. The problem
is that when anyone refers to
someone else as a "fag" or a
"dyke," we legitimize the cli
mate of fear and hatred
which made Matthew's mur

der possible. Whenever we
stand by passively and let
people express such bigotry
without making an issue of it,
we are accomplices. The
problem is not four weeks
ago in Wyoming. The prob
lem is today and it is here.
1 do not believe that laws
cure all ills. There is, howev
er, a case to be made for the
enactment of "Anti-hate
crime laws". The American
legal system does take into
consideration motive and
special circumstances, not
simply the illegal act, as well
it should. Bigotry, in some
states, in now such a consid
eration.
If someone throws a stone

Everyone has an opinion
Dear Editor:

fied in this article. So when I
refer to "pro-lifers," I am not
I am writing in regards to referring to the alleged
the article "Yes. Abortion Is bombers, nor am 1 referring
Still Legal", in the October to any other anti-abortion
15th issue.
extremist.
I agree with only one
That having been said, I
aspect of this article, which feet that Switzer inappropri
is that the answer to the ately stereotyped all pro-lif
debate of whether or not ers as whiney and petty. I
a b o r t i o n —
stand
very
should
be "I stand very firmly
f i r m 1
legalized is not
against abortion, against abor
bombing abor
tion, but in
tion clinics. In but in no way am I
no way am I
my
opinion
inconveniencing
inconve
that
would
niencing any
anyone
with
my
simply be the
one with my
pot calling the morals and beliefs."
morals
and
kettle black.
beliefs.
If
one
- Missy DuBois S w i t z e r ' s
believes that it
_____
statement
is wrong to
that inferred
abort a fetus on the grounds
that all people's lives would
that the fetus is innocent,
be better if all those against
then he or she must coinciabortion had been aborted
dcntally believe that it is
was in no way decent
wrong to bomb abortion
reporting and/or writing.
clinics, as there are innocent
This appeared to be insensi
people
being
killed.
tive and closed-minded.
However, I took great
When one is writing an
offense to Scott Swit2er's
it
Uffld"' an<l
"V donewul'oMn
PreWmin8 «•»
S
"*•
integrity. whicC
the record, I am pro_
lite, and I've never been too
shy about that. But I would
not classify myself as a prolife extremist, which is how
many would describe the
anti-abortionists exempli-

11 **

\ZlJhi"«s

'h'S

There is also another con
cept to take into considera
tion when writing to the
public, which is not all peo
ple are similar in their ideas.
If one is not hurting anyone

with their values (which is
all pro-lifers, as they are not
the extremists), then he or
she should not be told they
are not to have those beliefs.
Furthermore, "Last time I
looked, this was still the
United States" and "the last
time I checked" we still had
the right to our freedom of
speech, given to each of us
in our democratic constitu
tion.
So as long as I, as a prolifer, want to speak out,
stand up, and pray for those
for innocent lives, I will con
tinue to exercise that free
dom.
Sincerely,
Missy DuBois

through your window, does
it make no difference to soci
ety that they did it because
you are the first AfricanAmerican family in the
neighborhood? Is it really
just a matter of a broken win
dow? If a stranger slashes
your tires, does it make no
difference if they did it
because you are Jewish? If
you are beaten on the street,
isn't it in society's interest to
say that it is more lamenta
ble, more damaging to
America, because it was
racially motivated by people
who hate you because you
are Vietnamese? Doesn't soci
ety have a right to say that
we all have an interest in cre

ating an America whert r
bigotry is unacceptable
Shouldn't that be reflected our laws?
You will argue, law wWl
stop bigotry. I suppose w.
Should we therefore J
bother to punish big^
when it damages other p& i
pie? Why on earth shouldnwe? Your editorial, while
laudable in its empathy with
the Shepards, avoids the larg
er question, the question of
responsibility: If law will not
stop bigotry, what will? What
are we willing to do? And do
we, really, care?

Regards,
Cortland Smith

'

Hate crime facts
Dear Editor

motive was becasue Shepa
was gay. In that state, di
crimination and crimes vie!
ing from sexual orientatio
u*us
crune at an.
thus uui
not a crime
all. ue
Gel
So 1 beg you to please
some research before p
lishing articles that seem <
ight dumb and that furt
bring what's left of
Pacifican's
"credibili
down the toilet. This is a s
ous issue that the gay and
bian community has b
fighting for for years '
...— ' j,!., your m-j, —

Now what kind of article
was that about hate crimes
and whether they should
hold a double standard in our
legal system?
Don t you know why they
are called hate crimes" in the
first place? If hate crimes constituted "crimes" in all states
in the US then you have a
point. But hate crime laws do
not exist in all states. It is not
a federal law. To make matters worse, only 21 states and
the District of Columbia has about the subject is dm
hate crime laws based on sex right sad for vbu publicat
ual orientation. This includes and UOP.
Wyoming, where Matthew
Shepa rd died. Even though it
was first degree murder, the
lkratn Khasint
Gregory

T
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HEORY'S
COCTiTAl

Where You Can Throw Your Nuts on I

Serving in Lincoln Center
Outstanding San Francisco Italian
Continental Cuisine
Charbroiled Steaks, Fresh Fish &
Seafood, Veal, Chicken & Pasta
Dishes, Plus Sauteed Delights
Oaily Specials. Cocktail Lounge
ri. rx-^-i
P|enty of Parking
LUNCH Mon. - Sat. from 11:00 A M DINNER
7 days a week

[236 Lincoln Center * <Mn.9onn

Stockton's Best Kept Si
Tues: $1 tequilla she
Wed: $2 Millers +
South Park
at 10:00 PM
Thurs: $1 Bud s
Party on the Weeker
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Anti-hate crime legislation: Another perspective
Dear Editor,
I am a normal, caring indi
vidual writing in because your
editorial on hate crimes did
upset me. It upset me because
your argument that hate
crimes should be treated like
all other crimes ignored the
real world. In an ideal world
all crimes would be punished
only by the severity of the
crime, but in our world there is
motive to consider. This is an
integral aspect of our legal sys
tem, for without motive no
crime can be brought to trial
under our system where you
are assumed innocent until
proven guilty. You ask if a
crime is a hate crime "if the
victim happens to belong to a
minority or because the victim
is different by society's stan
dards." The truth is no. The
victim does not matter so
much as the attacker's motives
in hate crimes.

According to California
Penal Code section 13023, a
hate crime is "...any criminal
act(s) or attempted criminal
act(s) to cause physical injury,
emotional suffering, or proper
ty damage where there is a rea
sonable cause to believe that
the crime was motivated, in
whole or in part, by the vic
tim's race, ethnicity, religion,
sexual orientation, or physical
or mental disability." This
means that the motivation is
what matters. Some hate
crimes laws allow the motiva
tion to be the perceived status
of the victim, regardless of
whether the victim truly is
actually disabled, gay, Jewish,
Mexican, or any other category
mentioned above.
I do concede that in an ideal
world, the severity of the
crime is all that should matter,
but in reality motive plays into
a crime and our justice system
punishes accordingly. A per

fect example if the classifica
tion of murder. Depending on
your motivation for killing
someone you will be punished
more severely. In the case of
murder we judge motivation
by the timing of the crime.
When did the accused set out
to kill victim? In the case of
hate crimes we ask why did
the accused do this? If there is
another reason it is not a hate
crime. Identification with a
minority does not mean that it
is a hate crime, but rather if the
identity
motivated
the
accused.
Why do we punish certain
motivations more severely?
Hate crimes are punished
more severely because they are
acts of hate and discrimina
tion, both of which oppress
groups. Without hate crimes
laws there would be a tacit
approval to beat people just
because of their perceived
identity, discrimination would

not be acknowledged. This is
not right. There is hate in this
world and we need to deal
with that fact. As it stands for
us there is punishment for any
crime, but if you commit a
crime because of someone's
identity, not just their actions,
you will be punished more
severely because as a society
we need to stamp out hate,
discrimination, and prejudice
or all types.
Some other points to men
tion: Don't take Fred Phelps
(the picketer) as representative
of the Christian view. He is
beyond the Christian fringe in
terms of his actions (not neces
sarily beliefs, though), which
include regular pickets at
funerals. Go ahead and look at
the pictures, Westboro Baptist
Church homepage, www.godhatesfags.com. He is a hateful
individual, but his actions
should not be viewed as repre
sentative of Christians in any

way.
There are a number of
Christians who do approve of
alternative forms of sexuality,
many right here in Stockton,
who are members of "reconcil
ing" congregations. In fact, the
Habitat, resource room for the
campus
group
HABITS
(Homosexuals And Bisexuals
Including Transgenders and
Straights), has many resources
for a large number of religions,
varying from Episcopalian to
Unitarian. If any individuals
would like to examine reli
gious beliefs of homosexuality
there is an ongoing bible study
series on Tuesday evenings 9
p.m. in the Kirkbride room of
the Chapel. Each session is
self-contained and anyone is
welcome for any amount of
time.
Sincerely,
Tim Catnuti

Spend time away from UOP at another college
ALEX ALDRICH
Staff Writer
I apologize in advance to the
UOP recruiting department for
blatantly promoting other col
leges, but I no longer can keep
silent about a discovery I have
repeatedly made. And this is
that many other schools can
and do offer a much different
experience than we at UOP are
receiving. Different as in better.
With C. Colton as my
accomplice and personal DJ, I
made the drive up to Chico
two weekends back for
Halloween, and feel it would
be a disservice not to tell you
what Chico is all about. It's a
town ruled by the whims and
desires of the 15,000 college
students that call it home, pur
posely built for the happiness
°f 18-25 year olds.
The school's prescence isn't
campus contained, but has
overrun the entire town, with
'atemity and sorority houses
1 'spersed
haphazardly
amongst private residences.
ut these residences are also
s 11 ent owned, and on this
Particular night, almost every

one seemed to be hosting a
Halloween bash.
Chico was a veritable zoo
upon our arrival, and its town
center, consisting of a few
square blocks and a park,
would have to be called the
crazed chimpanzee cage of the
whole mess. Thousands of pol
luted and happy college kids,
most in costume but all wear
ing smiles, milled about this
area, searching often in vain for
an uncrowded bar or drinking
establishment with which to
further heighten their experi
ence. I doubt that any bar
could have been as much fun
as it was outside, but when I go
again, I'll prepare myself
beforehand and not need to
visit the bars at all.
Unfortunately the whole
scene dissipated around 3am,
at which time most everyone
seemed to descend on one par
ticular Denny's, and I doubt
they've yet recovered from the
night.
So Chico was a blast, but
don't necessarily take my word
for it. Many Delta Gammas
and Phi Delt's from UOP were
also in Chico, and judging

from their sunny dispositions
at the time, I'm betting they'll
agree with most of what I've
said.
I found a similar situation in
early October at UCSB's Isla
Vista, where several good
friends of mine who attend
hosted me on their first week
end of school. Imagine a square
mile of student owned housing
and apartments, by the ocean,
inhabited by 14,000 college
kids who hadn't parried prop
erly all summer. Now make
that entire square mile look like
the back yard of Archania dur
ing Teeter Totter (Pacific's
answer to the back-to-school
party).
What was unique about this
particular bash was not just the
ludicrous size of it all, but that
if you were there, you were "on
the list." "Crashing" a party
was just not possible, because
all comers were welcome, and
please drink some of our beer!
Crash on our couch? Sure! But
what was your name again?
Good rimes are taken very
seriously at UCSB, and they
seem to be the most expert at it.
This might explain the rate at

1.1 .
j
j
i — out,
which
students
there
drop
change majors, or use the 7year plan.
I also spent a weekend at
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo a
year ago, and fell in love with it
because of the surrounding
mountains and ocean, coupled
with the great college town feel
SLO has. Friendly people,
slower pace of life, and tons to
do. Parries aren't all that turn
me on to other schools.
I hope I'm not knocking
good ole UOP too hard with all

>;c and
anH I'm certainly
mrtainlv no!
of #l
this,
not
telling anyone to transfer. I was
just astounded with the differ
ences in experiences and peo
ple at other schools around the
state, and am thankful I've
seen a handful of other schools,
while still a student. Try if you
can to spend a day or two
away from UOP, but at another
college, soaking up a some col
lege life other than your own.
You won't regret it, and you'll
probably see UOP in a different
light.

G£Rfe.f£
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MONDAY NICHT
IS LOCALS NICHT
All dittoes SI0 and under
including sutak. scampi tn lip. OK

TUESDAY NICHT IS
1/2 PRICE PIZZA NICHT
tin bruv «'Dly)

EVERY TABLE HAS A VIEW
Sunday Brunch at 9:30 am
Entertainment - Sometimes!!
Reservations Available 474-b5b?
(*29 EmharvadcfO Drive. Stock loo
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Plays seek writers
and directors
THE PACIFICAN

t

form
the Theatre Arts
Department. For practical rea
Sharpen your pencil and fire sons, the plays should be limit
up that word processor. Clear ed to fewer than six characters.
your calendars for next semes Scripts should be timed at 10
ter's annual Petit Play Festival and 20 minutes in length, nor
sponsored by Theatre Arts mally. The plays should be
Department.
submitted in duplicate, with
This Festival provides an one blind copy of the play, i.e.,
opportunity for any student, a title page without the
staff or faculty member, from author's name.
any department or segment of
The deadline for submission
the University, to craft a short of scripts is February 26, 1999.
play.
Judges are expected to return
A screening committee will their ranking sheets of the
read the scripts and rank them scripts by March 4, 1999.
based on judging criteria. Finalist's plays will be
Modest cash prizes are award announced by March 5,1999.
ed to the winners. Certain
After the plays are judged
shows are then selected for and the winners notified, direc
minimal decor production.
tors will be selected and
Directors and performers are rehearsals will begin for the
solicited from among interest live performances. Productions
ed students and faculty.
of the winning scripts are
In the past, winning plays scheduled for Thursday, April
have been authored by play 28, 1999, at the DeMarcus
wrights from the Admissions Brown Studio Theatre, located
Office, School of Pharmacy, on South Campus.
Bernard School of Education,
Contact Dr. William J.
Conservatory
of
Music,
Wolak, Coordinator Petit Play
Eberhardt School of Business, Festival at the Theatre Arts
and various COP majors:
Department for further infor
Communication, Economics,
mation by phone or mail. The
English, Modern Language
number is 946-2116 or 946and Literature, Theatre Arts,
2055.
This is your chance to
etc.
write that play, perform that
Guidelines for the prepara
role, and participate in the live
tion0! scripts are available
ly art of theatre.

Election '98 Results

Proposition l
Contaminated property
cleanup: Yes, 70.6%
Proposition lA
$9.2 billion school bond:
Yes, 62.4%
Proposition 2
L%e of transportation
funds: Yes, 74.9%
Proposition 3
Closed presidential prima
ry: No, 54%
Proposition 4
Body-gripping traps: Yes,

57.4%

Proposition 5
Indian gaming- Yes 62 A<"
Proposition 6

Sale of horsemeat illegal:
Yes, 59.4%
Proposition 7
Air quality tax credits: No,
56.6%
Proposition 8

Permanent class size
reduction: No, 63.1%
Proposition 9
Electric utility rate reduc
tion: No, 73.5%
Proposition 10

Cigarette tax/ Early child
hood development: Yes
50.1%
Proposition 11

"°Pos,t,on »
?a".nAof tax avenue:
Yes, 53.1%

MCSA

prepares baskets from donations made by Pacific and members of Stockton.

MCSA gives thanks and
baskets to Stockton families
R.K. STEPHENS
Metro Editor

Starting early in the sea
son of giving is the
Multicultural
Student
Association here at UOP.
The MCSA arose from the
desire of students to better
the campus, community and
individuals comprising the
group. MCSA envisions a
thriving community, and
emphasizes the concern that
humans share for one anoth
er
in
their
Annual
Thanksgiving Basket food
drive.
MCSA does not ignore the
needs of people, especially
during the holiday season.
In an attempt to help fami
lies of Stockton prior to the
annual Christmas drives
and fundraisers that most
organizations request dona
tions for, MCSA provides
earlier assistance to the
families
nominated
throughout the county and
through local churches,"
says Allison Dumas.
Any form of food (please
not outdated) or monetary
assistance
is
needed.
Dumas, coordinator for the
Thanksgiving Basket food
drive believes, "it's our time

to give thanks, and that is
our
primary
focus.
Whatever donations we
don't receive we supple
ment ourselves."
Last year's event raised
over $2,000. According to
Vichet Siem, and the pro
ceeds benefited over 60
needy families.
Siem described his experi
ence when he brought the
basket to a home of someone
in need of assistance. "I
wasn t sure what to expect.
I received a lot of satisfac
tion and fulfillment know
ing I was helping out, espe
cially during the holiday
season."
The food items serve a
multitude of people and
their individual cultures.
Included in the baskets typi
cally are a big turkey, rolls, a
large bag of potatoes, rice,
beans, macaroni and cheese,
a bag of apples, and usually
a pumpkin pie.
Dining
Services
has
extended a helping hand by
providing their annual con
tribution, allowing all of the
turkeys and food items to be
stored in their refrigerators.
Donations
may
be
brought to the first floor of
Banister Hall, at the SUC

CESS office, next to student
advising. Professors, faculty
and students are each asked
for a contribution of whatev
er they are willing to give.
Checks may be made out to
Multicultural
Student
Association. All monetary
donations will be used to
purchase food items on the
Monday
before
Thanksgiving.
Organizations assisting
MCSA in the search of fami
lies and donations were the
Human
Services
Organization,
Children s
Services Bureau, Catholic
Diocese, and the Women's
Center.
The annual food drive is
put together mostly by the
70 active members of MCSA
Should anyone be inter
ested in helping with the
Thanksgiving Basket food
drive for a few Stockton
families, they may ca"
Allison Dumas at (209) 9462439. MCSA holds weekly
meetings on Thursdays, at
noon in the McCaffrey
Center Pine Room. Extril
Meetings will be held ch'r
ing the final stages of 1 1
food drive, about prepara
tion and distribution of ' e
Thanksgiving Baskets.
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est ensures successful UOP athletes and trainers

ZAMANSKY
ndar Editor

opportunities available to
undergraduates here on cam
pus.
Le Department of Sport
The purpose of the Athletic
ices offers programs of Training program is to pre
y leading to both the pare students
elor of Arts and Master of to apply tech
degrees. The purpose of niques learned
-port science major is to in the art of
,atc and prepare students maintaining,
wide variety of careers in enhancing, and
•ield broadly defined as rehabilitating
To be a sport science human perfor
r a student must com- mance in sports
a set of required classes, and exercise.
ir known to UOP students As
director,
acuity as core classes,
West
coordi
addition to the core, stu- nates the edu
with the sports science cational
pro
Ir must successfully corn- grams for the
one of the following athletic train
s: athletic training, sport ers. She teach- Sfairon West
gement, sports medicine es four classes which include:
>rt pedagogy. All majors Sports Nutrition, Athletic
also attain nationally Training,
Therapeutic
gnized certification in Modalities, and Therapeutic
Aid and CPR.
Exercise.
aletic training, one of the
West also coordinates a
nal major tracks, brings clinical education program in
nts the opportunity to be the training room. Athletic
ved with the director of Training students must com
"s Athletic Training, plete eight-hundred hours of
n West. Her goal is to internship experience in an
Juce this program to stuathletic/ clinical setting.
interested in athletic
West grew up in Southern
ng that may not be California. While in high
liar with the program's school she became interested

in athletic training. West
knew she would be going to
school for many years since
her goal was to become a
trainer and a professor in ath
letic training.
She received
her
BA
in
A t h l e t i c
Training from
Fresno State,
and then came
to UOP to earn
her
MA in
S p o r t s
Medicine. At
the University
of Miami West,
she continued
her education
and earned her
Ph.D.
in
Exercise Physiology.
West
was
positively
encouraged by her first athlet
ic trainer at a junior college.
He introduced her to the pro
fession. His influence and
guidance set her up in the
right direction as to what
courses to take.
West is very happy in her
career because it was a life
long goal that she always kept
once she knew she wanted to
be an Athletic Trainer. Her
favorite part of her job is

when she spends time work
ing with the student trainers.
West never has the same
schedule twice. Her days are
always different. She spends
her days working with the
students and teaching her
classes. West also attends the
athletic sports games and
watches their practices.
The purpose of the eighthundred hours of internship
experience for the major is to
give the students practice
working and cooperating
with real athletes. The stu
dents that are in training do
about as much travelling as
the sports athletes do on their
road trips. The athletic train
ers go along on the road trips
with the athletes to gain expe
rience in taking care of ath
letes in case of injuries.
Many
exciting
career
opportunities await student
trainers after they complete
their internship hours and
take the required certification
examinations. These careers
include athletic training at the
secondary level, professional
athletic training, and work
toward advanced degrees in
areas related to Athletic
Training and Sports Medicine.
The
secondary
level

includes working at public
and private schools to help
prevent many of the common
school
activity
injuries.
Athletic Trainers can also
work at colleges and universi
ties. Here they work as athlet
ic department staff and any
combination teacher/ athletic
trainer. Students can also go
to work with professional
athletes. In this setting athlet
ic trainers work only one
sport, such as football, base
ball, basketball, hockey or
soccer. Students can also
work in Sports Medicine
Clinics.
West encourages all stu
dents to explore all the
offered options of the Sports
Sciences Department. West
plans to stay here at UOP
doing her best to successfully
train and educate students in
her area of expertise. The
Department offers great pro
grams that prepare students
for the real world of sports
and medicine. If anyone has
any questions regarding
the
program, please give Sharon
West a call at 946-3128, she
would be happy to help!

H O L I D A Y
C I N K M A
626? Wast Lane

Learning

Bargain Matinees m () pTj
Advance Ticket Sales
^i
Available at the Box Office

rugs and religion connect at LLL

Meet Joe Black - PG13

SWANSON
"t Writer

The Siege - R

abused.
Recognizable
behavioral and physical
signs and symptoms will be
'8s ar>d religion, what discussed.
dd combination.
Do
This class is designed for
really mix with each students, counselors, and
7 Drug use is all around
teachers
interested
in
nd chances are you
enhancing their knowledge
someone who has or is of drugs and drug-related
drugs. But how much problems.
Meeting times
°u really know about are
Tuesdays
and
An
upcoming Thursdays, November 10-19,
> Learning class, 6:00-10:00 p.m.., in WPC 119.
1 D^gs and Human
The cost is $85 for one
''or, can be useful in extended education (elec
n8 you better undertive) unit.
today's drug issues,
Or, if a better understand
ocus is on drug phar- ing of drugs in not your
°§y along with an interest, how about expand
ratlon of
the "gate- ing your understanding of
a"d "upper, downer,
two major religions? The
u-arounder" drugs cur first course "Al-Islam as a
ing misused and Social Remedy," is being

offered
on
Fridays,
November
6-20
and
Saturdays, November 7-14
8:00-5:00 p.m., in WPC 130.
This course will introduce
you
to the significant
dynamics of the fastest
growing world religion,
illustrating how many issues
of American Society might
be
addressed
through
Islamic approaches. The cost
is $170 for two extended
education (elective) units.
The second class to focus
on a major religion is
"Overview of Buddhism."
The goal of this course is to
familiarize you with the ori
gin and philosophy of
Buddhism,
specifically
exploring Mayahana (Big
Wheel)
and
Thereveda

(Small Wheel) Buddhism,
and how they impact peo
ple's way of life. The course
will include field trips to
Cambodian,
Lao,
Vietnamese, and Japanese
Buddhist temples to receive
firsthand information from
Buddhist monks and/or
their disciples. This class
meets Saturday, November
21, 9:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m. and
Sunday November 22, 9:00
a.m.- 5:30 p.m., in WPC 130.
Cost for the one unit extend
ed education (elective) unit
class is $110 plus $7 for
materials.
For more information on
these and other classes, stop
by 22McConchie Hall or call
Lifelong Learning at (209)
946- 2424.

8

9bb 5680

Daily (I 30. 3 45.5 00) 8:00.9 00
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12:00)
Duly (2.<X>. 2:30.4:40. S:10) 7:15.
7:45.9:50. 10 15
Earl/ Showj Fn-Sun: (I I 30. 1205)

Living Out Loud - R
Daily (240.5:05) 7:30.1000
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12:1S)

Rush Hour - PG 13
Daily (15S.4:30) 7:10.940
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:25)

John Carpenter's
Vampires - R
Daily (4:45) 9:35
Early Show Fri-Sun: (II10)

A Night at the
Roxbury - PG-13
Daily (2:45) 715

There's Something
About Mary - R
Daily (4:20) 9 45
Early Show Fo-Son: (11:20)

What Dreams May
Come - PG-13
Daily (I 50) 70S

METRO.
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Alpha Kappa Phi
The men of Alpha Kappa
Phi would like to thank
their sweethearts who
braved the rain and helped
pass out candy at the
Children's Museum of
Stockton on Halloween.
The event was a great suc
cess as the men and women
of Archania made that holi
day a bit more special for
those youngsters. Also, a
special thank you to those
who took part in the
Archania Literary Society's
Halloween Bash. The cos
tumes were great and
everyone had a blast.
Finally, Archania would
like to congratulate Michael
Olowokandi on the retire
ment of his jersey. Good
luck
to everyone
in
midterms and remember,
that out door is always

open, so feel free to stop by
and meet Archania!
Alpha Kappa Lambda
Tomorrow night is out
murder mystery exchange
with Alpha Phi. We are
hoping to brutally murder
each other! We hope that
the Grace Covell semi-for
mal goes as planned.
Congratulations to our
newest members. Great job
during pledging, now see if
you can survive as a mem
ber.
Alpha Phi Omega
Congratulations to our
seventeen newest members;
you did a great job as
pledges and are ready to be
actives! Thank you to all of
the fraternities, sororities,
and living communities for
your participation in our
national service week. All
of the money you put into

Greek Life
the containers went to the
Battered Women's Shelter
of Stockton.
Delta Delta Delta
Congratulations to the
newest members of DDD.
Our philanthropy event
was a success and we
appreciate all of the dona
tions, time, and outrageous
costumes that everyone
contributed. The Children's
Cancer Research program
benefited greatly from the
donation.
Kappa Alpha Theta
With the chill of winter
knocking at our door and
the stress of midterm exam
inations, the ladies of
Kappa Alpha Theta hosted
an evening of relaxation,
smooth jazz music, and
comfortable conversation at
their Coffee Night on
November 5. It not only

Jhe pAciPir..

TZAXAEOrKAMNOnept

gave us a chance to unwind
and de-stress, but also the
opportunity to build new
friendships. We would like
to thank all the ladies that
joined us.
The upcoming weekend
is an exciting one for Theta
as we kick-off the 1st annu
al "Gold Rush" with the 5th
annual "Kickball Classic."
The national headquarters
of Kappa Alpha Theta
chose our chapter to be the
first to hold this soon to be
national fundraising event
for our philanthropy CASA
(Court Appointed Special
Advocates) which provides
support and aid to children
caught in the court system.
On Friday November 13,
we will be holding the first
part of this two-day event.
The opportunity to "Panfor-Prizes" will be located

in McCaffrey Center. JUst J
as the gold-miners did a.
century ago, you may pan for one of hundreds 0f &
prizes ranging from a )
"Gold Rush" pen to a ]
night's getaway in P0int t
Reyes. The panning will
also be held on Saturday
November 14, in conjunc ®
tion with our "Kickball D
Classic" on Zuckerman 6
field.
Come and watch teams i,
battle for first place to win
"Most Spirited Team" and ^
"Best Co-ed Team." A Los K
Angeles ska band, "The T
Extras" will entertain the $
crowd in their Northern j
California debut. For more
information about these
events
please
contad ^
Wendy Raynor at 932-1042. 1
Theta hopes to see you f
there!

N
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ASUOP

ASUOP to promote
new constitution
JORGE M. BARRIERE
Guest Writer
ASUOP constitution - A
draft copy of the proposed
constitution is available
from ASUOP senaitoi§
ASUOP officials say it is
possible for a necessary
popular vote by the student
body to happen before final
exams. It would require
senate to meet more often
than their already planned
meetings Another item £>|
discussion at a recent goal
setting meeting.coordinated with University member
Christopher Johnston, was
refining the budgeting
process
for
ASUOP's
$307,000 budget. If you
would like more informa
tion, contact Senators
Matthew
Dunsdon
or
Omar Tinoco in the ASUOP
office or call 946-2233.
Premerc band to play in
McCaffrey
Center
Kilgoure Trout, a Seattle

based electric-jazz-funkrock band, is scheduled to
play in the McCaffrey
Center on Friday the 13th
at 8pm. This up-and-com
ing group has one CD cur
rently in stores throughout
the WestCoast and another
in the works. This concert
is absolutely free and is
brought to you by the
ASUOP
Programming
board.
"Phantom of the Opera" A trip to kee "The Phantom
of the Opera" in San
Francfsco is scheduled for
the November 14. The cost
for the trip is $50 and
includes the bus ride to and
from San Franciscoand a
ticket to see this award-win
ning show. The trip is set to
leave from Burns Tower at 8
a.m lind scheduled to
return at approximately
7pm. Space is limited so
stop by the ASUOP office
and purchase your tickets
today!

California State University k Sacramento

set vour
'anuary 4 -January 2^.
Three weeks of accelerated courses
w < 1? x *

^
f
^
^

earn academic credits
accelerate your schedule
complete your degree
community college students welcome

[free catalog!]
916-278-4433 ext.162
fl

e
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IRA ZAMANSKY
LENDAR EDITOR
|6-2114

Thursday
wember 12, 1998
\ademic Council
feting
j- 5:15 pm

jrCaffrey Center Pine
inference Room

omen's Volleyball with
th State
i pm

I 946-2UOP for tickets
anos Center

Iam Awareness Week
[during Movie "Lion of
• Desert"
i pm

:htel International
Inter

Friday
wember 13, 1998
lliversity Symphony
\chestra
' pm

e Spanos Concert Hall

Itim Awareness Week
llam-o-Phobia"
PO - 8:00 pm
"PC 140

Saturday
|
ovember 14, 1998
en's Swimming with
C. Davis
|:00 pm

iris Kjeldson Pool

'""en's Basketball
1 CSU Sacramento
fo pm
' 946-2UOP for tickets

anos Center

n's Basketball with
"ta Clara
1 pm
•' H6-2UOP for tickets
pnos Center

Sunday
[ov e m ber IS, 1998
*tholic Mass
1 am
3rris Chapel
\r<Hlue

Music Concert

P A C I F I C A N
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7:30 pm
Recital Hall

Monday
November 16, 1998
Wesley Fellowship
Meeting
7:30 - 9:00
Colliver Hall

Tuesday
November 17, 1998
Tuesday World Forum

"The Religion Thing" with
Church Relations Director
Darrell Thomas
12:00 pm
Bechtel International
Center

Society of Women
Engineers
Meets every other Tuesday
Next Meeting: November 24
12:00 pm
Anderson Room #10

Evensong
5:30 pm
Morris Chapel

Wednesday
November 18, 1998

Campus Apolistic
Fellowship
Bible Study
7:00 pm
South West Dormitory
Lobby

Folk Dance and Swing
7:30 - 9:30 pm
call 847-4439
South Campus Gym

l f 'Student
Arabian Gulf
Association (AGSA)
Meets every two weeks on
Wedneday
8:00 pm

fax: 473-7555

Bechtel International
Center

43 YEARS of QUALITY
'Mummy's"

ffornta cFre.s/t
Ga(i/(
I.

Classifieds

Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Marinated Carved from ihc Bone
From (he Itaiuli (o U»

Help Wanted
|Models: AmaUH^iiodeT^Teeded. Professional photographer looking for bikini modJels for photo shoot. Can earn up to $75/hr. Contact Ali at (916) 864-9064 or email at
Jaliincali4@aol.com
fpapapavlo's Mediterranean Bistro is looking for a reliable, fun, outgoing bartender to
jbartend on weekends and private parties. Pays $7-10/hr. plus tips. Call for Jennifer or
|Andy at 477-6133 for more information.
fTutors needed: High SAT scores and reliable car. Pay $11+/hr. Call 888-328-PREP.
ITutors needed: elem., hs subjects. Bay Area Only. Earn $15-20/hr. Jack or Joan (408)
7-6685.

San EraiuiKo'i Bat I lirtfllburgcr
We use 100% ground fresh chuck.
The livestock is led the purest
natural feeds without the use of
growth hormones or antibiotics

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh I lift*
from our Wood Burning Oven

tvdhss'cric luliitca
Breast of Turkey

lumnen''

For Rent

i

Barbcqued Beef Sandwich

BLT Sandwich
I land an Apple
Smoked Kao>n

Now Serving

For Sale

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips

Poinsettia Sale: Help support Tokay Colony 4-H Club! Decorate vour home, office or
dorm with beautiful Poinsettia's for Xmas! Cost: $3.50 for 4" pot, $5 for 6" pot and $18
for 10" pot (this is huge!). Available in red, pink, white or marble colors. Call in your
order by Wed. 11/18. Delivered to you on 12/3 or 12/4. Call Laurie in Human
Resources at (209) 946-2124.
_
1994 Chev Camaro Z-28, Beautiful blue, T-top, CD changer, AT, A/C, nice tires, power
everything and more! Call (530) 824-3197.
Donner Ski Ranch $129 full season pass, only 25 available with this ad, offer expires
11/20/98. (530) 426-3635.
-

•

—

Miscellaneous
g"""S™SSSadfranlete who is a good candidate tor the Amos Alonzo
Stage Award? The award will be presented to Pacific athletes who have won a Block 1
and is based primarily on the person's accomplishments since leaving schoo as
demonstrated by integrity, dedication, idealism and team spirit. Nominees will be con
sidered after ten years have elapsed since their attendance at Pacific. St'nd nom,"a ,°nS
to the Amos Alonzo Stagg Award Committee, Bums Tower, 2nd Floor by Dec. lo 1998.
For more information call (209 )946-2501.

Now Serving

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters
Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

Salads
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
Milk Shakes
Made with Real
Ice Cream

"STOCKTONS BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415
ATM. VISA. Dju-rr & MwurCwJ

LIVING
T H E
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Top Ten

P A C I F I C A N

MELISSA DURKIN
Staff Writer
"The Waterboy"- Comedy
Starring: Adam Sandier,
Fairuza Balk, Kathy Bates,
Henry Winkler, and Jerry
Reed
Directed by: Frank Coraci
Rating: PG-13

10) "Who the heck is
Michael
Owolquonananandia

Puretipp: 86 minutes

?!"

9) "This better be
good, I'm missing
Boy Meets World'."
8) "This better be
good, / could have
been drunk by now."
7) "Who do you
think makes more
money, Spanos or
Olowokandi?"

5 ) "I t h o u g h t you
said he was going to
be tall."
4 ) "I o n c e stood n e x t
to that guy in the
dining hall!"
3 ) "I heard h e wears
lifts."
2 ) " M y life is n o w
complete, I can die
happy."
I ) "Hev, Olowokandi,
start the season!"
Compiled by
Julian Zabalbcascoa

____946-2H

Sandler satisfies

Top ten things
overheard at the
Olowokandi
ceremonial
jersey retiring

6) "Tommy the Tiger
and the new mascot
are going to brawl in
the hack in 5
minutes!"

K'A JORGE>«
LIVING EOCT

Brie Fryer turns dials and pushes buttons while gettin' down
in the KI'AC D[ booth. Located in the Summit, this student
set-up offers a way to get inwlved and in sync.

It's
Jackson's
Bayou,
southern Cajun territory,
equipped with a trashy
swamp shack, a live-in don
key, and don't forget Mama
(Bates), that provides the
home setting for Bobby
Boucher (Sandler),
pro
nounced Booshay in the
Touchstone Pictures comedy
"The Waterboy".
Bobby is the simple-mind
ed but good-hearted "water
distribution engineer" for
University of Louisiana's
national championship foot
ball team, until he is fired by
the gruff, no-holds-barred
head coach (Reed) after 18
years of faithful service. He
is rehired by the neurotic
South Central Louisiana
State University head coach

(Winkler),
whose
boasts a 40
„ game
e„11K. lo*
streak.
After much taunting J
abuse from the new tq
who doesn't take much!
liking to him, Bobby finj
unleashes his 31 years!
pent-up anger in the form
fierce and determined
les.
Utilizing this untaq
tackling machine, the
Dogs miraculously turn n
luck and make it to 1
Bourbon Bowl (yes, i
Bourbon Bowl) to fa
Bobby's old team. Willi
Mud Dogs be able to cm
together, face their fears,q
beat this blockade to victor
It's a simple story, mi
like Bobby himself. 1
Waterboy" conforms to I
inspirational heroic sfl
movie cliche, but devekj
an absurd satirical comm
exaggerating everything.
Any fan of Sandler s»
enjoy his character here,
cross between Satura
Night Live's Cajun Mam
Canteen Boy. Nobody fl
tures the innocent, low
underling like Sandler

See Waterboy, pW

Virtual unknowns should stay that wa)
JULIE ANTON
Staff Writer
There is only one word that
can describe this week's CD's
on review. Very, very-interest
ing. Not to say that all the fol
lowing selections are of poor
quality, but they are definitely
not for everyone's ears. The first
CD of the week is entitled
"Isola" from a group called
Kent. The name intrigued me
and I can honestly say they did
n't disappoint me. "Things She
Said" and "Unprofessional" are
two of the album's
best songs.
Kent is an alternative group
with a very mellow disposition.
This relaxed attitude is evident
in their slow and subtle lyrics
and melodies. I liked Kent's
sound but many of the tracks

on "Isola"
D sounding
soundinv
Isola" end U
up
very similar, a lot like a fifth
Oasis band member.
Kent also tends to overuse
certain lyrics. The first time I
heard "Deep down the chlorine
smells like you" 1 thought noth
ing of it. But when it was fol
lowed by "I love that special
smell" and "Close enough to
smell it" 1 could see a definite
trend forming.
Love and Rockets is a truly
unique group with a totally
new and innovative sound.
Their album "Lift" offers listen
ers an alternative to everyday
rock 'n' roll. "Pink Flamingo" is
a modern-day revival of the
lounge scene while "Holy Fool"
has a fair beat, good lyrics, and
a back-up^inger who adds a lot
of needed depth to the song. A
See Unknowns, page 15
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ncy-schmancy salads and sandwiches at Cafe 329
IY CACCIAPAGLIA
Writer

Cafe 329
: 329 Lincoln
g: open 10amn, Mondayday and I2pm-5pm
idays.
: 474-1804
week my girlfriend
Redded to try Cafe 329.
quaint little cafe in the
t of Lincoln Center. All
tables are located out
line directly outside the
|cker Sweete, others out
sidewalk in the sun.
girlfriend and I decided
the margherita pizza
150. There is a $1.50
Ifor splits which, thankras not applied to us.
pizza was on the small
lit very tasty. It was
pn focaccia bread with

t

irboyl
ied from page 14

'lp but sympathize
bbby when he stutters
ys his daddy "died of
lydration"?
>ite its sometimes
melodrama, this
has moments of great
Y- The tackling scenes
sterical. The football
ers offer great enternt as well, from the
yed lineman to the
gibberish assistant
An unforgettable
(occurs when Bobby,
classes for the first
1 his life in college,
Is to the question of
igators are so aggresMy Mama says that
'rs are ornery because
so many teeth and
lhbrush." By the way,
Tect answer is their
a oblongata's.
f you are looking for
°Pcv humor and feel
Un; check out "The
°y • Just make sure
make any cracks
he quality of Bobby's
'r l[*e sanity of Mama
J the Waterboy may
a can of whoop ass"

I

pesto, mozzarella cheese,
roma tomatoes and basil. I do
recommend this pizza, how
ever if you are really hungry it
is probably not the way to go.
We also tried the soup of
the day which was moroccan
smoked turkey and lentil. It
was very flavorful and perfect
for the winter day or sore
throat. Both of which my
friend and I were experienc
ing that day.
Although the two of us had
pizza and soup, Cafe 329's
specialty seems to be salads
and sandwiches. They are a
little pricey, running around
$7 or $8 for a salad. The salads
also come with freshly pre
pared breads and fresh fruit,
so maybe the price isn't so
bad.
They offer a raspberry
chicken salad, albacore tuna
salad, mediterranean or orien
tal chicken salad. Some of
their sandwiches sound pretty

Unknowns.

Not just a number, Cafe 329 reveals a fancy atmosphere and taste with friendly service.

fancy; the grilled portuguese ated to your own taste for $5
sausage sandwich, grilled with a choice of seven differ
portabella on focaccia, and the ent meat or non-meat founda
aram sandwich. They also tions to build your sandwich,
have more basic sandwiches plus a vast array of veggies
and spreads. Cafe 329 also
with chicken or roast beef.
Sandwiches can also be cre offers a wide selection of cof

dimensional with silly PacContinued from page 14
Man sound effects that offer
most creative and amusing the only good sound in many
song called "R.I.P. 20 C." talks of their songs. I
couldn't wait to finish this
all about our society's helpful
and harmful organizations CD.
We conclude this week's
using only their acronyms - a
review
with another "interest
feat probably never before
ing"
album.
"Sunday 8p.m."
attempted in music land.
Listeners will find Love and from Faithless is a very confus
Rockets a surreal mix of fanta ing experience. To put it into
F r i e n d s
sy and techno
reality.
A most creative and terms, it's
extremely
Next up is
amusing
song
called
"chaotic and
"Under
the
"R.I.P.
20
C"
talks
all
twirly." This
W e s t e r n
group
can't
Freeway" from
about our society's
seem to make
Grandaddy, a
helpful and harmful up its mind as
local band hail
ing all the way organizations using to what type
from our neigh only their acronyms-a of music it
wants to cre
bor
Modesto.
feat
probably
never
ate.
The CD
But don't get too
jumps
from
before
attempted
in
excited yet. This
"
T
h
e
CD is about as
music land.
Garden,"
a
stimulating as
relatively
Stockton on a
Tuesday night. Grandaddy has pleasant instrumental, to
a really annoying habit of wait "Postcards," a decidedly dif
ing too long to introduce their ferent rap number, to still other
songs' lyrics. Expect to wait techno and easy listening
between 30 seconds to over a tracks. See what I mean by
minute for the lyrics to even "twirly?" My advice to
float out of your speakers. Faithless is to get a grip on
Even after their long awaited their creativity, and my advice
arrival, Grandaddy's lyrics are to you is to stay away from this
lousy. Their music is very two- album.

fee drinks.
The service was friendly
and rather attentive, refilling
our drinks frequently. If you
have a hunger for a fancyschmancy salad or sandwich,
give Cafe 329 a shot.

Correction
In the issue dated October 22, the article on the
book/poetry review was incorrect. The excerpt written
was not from a book, but was a review of the poet7s
book. The poet's name is Alma Luz Villanueva.

Pacific Marketplace
sandwiches, burgers, rotisserie, pastas, coffee

Bring UOP student ID and
receive 10% off food items
3236 Pacific Ave.

fernando's

937-9743

*-

Santa fe cafe
mex-souihwcMeni cuisine

• Yucatan chicken
• Steak fajitas

Now
Open for
Sunday
Breakfast
• Quesadillas
• Fish tacos

"A fresh flavorful up-grade
to the Miracle Mile..."
Stockton Record
Mon - Sat 11 am to 2 pm& 5 pm to"pm
2311 Pacific Avenue Stockton. C A 95204
(209) 465-4453
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The
Junior
Mint
ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor
I really don't see what
the big fuss is over airplane
food. I mean, so what if the
food is bland or the biscuits
are hard as a rock? I mean,
you don't go on an airplane
to eat, you go to fly from
one place to another. For
myself, I have only had one
experience in this area and 1
really didn't have that
much of a problem. I did
have to use the lavoratory
(bathroom) several times
during the flight, but that's
besides the point.
1 have often wondered
where exactly I will live
after college. I can now tell
you with great assurance
that I will not live in Kansas
City. On this trip that 1
went on, the sun poked its
way through the clouds
once and it was a real traf
fic-stopper, yes there was
an accident but that was
probably not the reason as
to why. I can deal with cold
weather, really. But this
was below human stan
dards. At one point I had
ice build-up in the comers
of my eyes from tears after
learning that the nearest
McDonald's was nearly
three miles away from the
hotel. Thumbs down to
Kansas City.
Doctors, lawyers, poltiicians are celebrated daily
in the spotlight. 'But what
about
the
nitty-gritty
never-go-to-bed-til-he-getsthe-sale salesman? Oh yes,
the salesman. While in
Kansas City I was basically
sold something I really did
n't need. Someone sold me
a glass mug he got in a pub
for three dollars. Why I
bought the mug will
remain a "gray area." Let's
just say that this sale was
like selling ice to an eskimo;
something you already
have and yet still buv.

4*
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Horoscopes
(February 19 to March 20)
Partners plan a social event.
Don't coqaniit •jjronrsdf to any
financial! transactions , without
the proper Silvio? Seek out a
banker or investment adviser.

(January 20 to January 19)
While shopping, vyU'll acquire
the deals you hiwe been seeking.
A friend ToVjU be sdmewhat evare, but don't take it personally.
Work matters ate looking up.

(June 21 to July ?2) A "chance
of a lifetime" is Waiting in the
wings for you. Don't even think
about letting it pass you by. The
weekend favors socializing for
you very much.

(May 21 to June 20) Don't
underestimate nfmdcI friendship.
You never knrkv when you'll need
a shoulder to hmu on. Business
and pleasure 'dix weljxnis week
end if you use proper judgment.

(March 21 to April 19) It's a
good time to take inventory.
Take time this week to polish
off unfinished chores and pro
jects at home. Later, plan a
weekend outing with friends.

(April 20 to May 20) Yo»,
a family member aren't *
eye to ,-y
try m
case logically insteae 0f ^
nilly. 1'motions aretonnim
high to solve anything

0

tjar

Virgo

Leo

Cancer

Gemini

Taurus

Aries

Pisces

Aquarius

(July 23 to August 22) Be
wary of someone who arrives
from a distances Artantriguing
project sparks your interest. Be
confident and take the task in
hand.

Libra

Scorpio

Sagittarius

(September 23 to October 22)
A co-workot has romantic feel
ings aboujt yt>U, Singles can scope
out the Situattrjf carefully, but
married peoplehhtmld avoid this
possibly explosive situation.

(October 23 to.November 21) It's
a good time to surprise someone
with a loving gift. Howyver, make
sure that yotikeep ail yoiir personal
financial record*
yourself.
Connections prove® be helpful.

(November 22 tp December 21)
If you have the urge to tackle a doit-yourself project, bynil means, go
for it. You will be satisfied with the
results.
The project can be
achieved at home ur on the job.

(August 23 to Septembi
Travel indications are tovon
and you need some rot
relaxation, linjoy sotHeuofl
ful times with close trrenj,
family. A chtlcLheeds you

Capricorn
(December 22 to January 1*
you are looking (or a jproniot*
raise or new
luck. While ypur Sparine
somewhat- nervous ithmt «
job situation, you must peisou

1H

Soap Opera Updates
All My
Children

Days of Our
Lives

General
Hospital

Jack got the results of his
DNA test and had an emo
tional reunion with Kit as his
sister. Hayley got upsetting
news from her doctor. After
David operated on Dixie,
Palmer offered to reinstate
him at Pine Valley Hospital.

Roman believed Kate
heard the gunshot the night
Franco was killed. Austin
was furious when Carrie and
Mike allowed Lucas to see
Will. Marlena was upset
with Greta's decision to
remain in Salem.

Luke kidnapped Lucky,
but let him go when he was
unable to communicate his
feelings to him. Meanwhile,
Jerry gave Steven incrimi
nating evidence against
Luke. Felicia learned about
Alan's addiction.

Pacific Video
• Over 8,000 Videos for sale
• Most videos $8.95 or
3 for $25.00
• Videos for $3.95
• Large adult section for
rent and for sale
• All adult films $8.95 each
3214 IMrific Ave
Right across from Smart Feuds

Phone: (2091 943-2558

'Unique 1,2 & 3
At

'Park • like sotting
'Fireplaces
'Pool/Spa

* * 1 Y F V! 1

x
» •' ». A MP Y
I

Best Value!
Best Location!!

Grouse Run Apartments

4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-6710

Special
Offer!
(209) 474-7470

llXXHV. Rnbinhood Dr.
At Pacific

3 TV's FOR
MONDAY
NIGHT
FOOTBALL

20% OFF YOUR TOTAL BILL
Large pepperoni for only $9.99
Large specialty pizza only $12.95
Otter valid with LOP student ID

Nick
learned
knows about his tryst i.
Grace, jill was shaken!
learn Kay hired Mx'H
Baldwin. Alice set outtoW
Cassie, while Claris trim
stop Sharon from srYUj
divorce.

Bienvenidos Amigos To:

'Model open daily
bedrooms

The Young and
the Restless I

TEPA TAQUERIA
REAL MEXICAN

f ASJFOOD

Tamales
• Tacos
Combing
• Tortas
Quesadill'
• Nachos
• Camarones Enchilada fh
Hot Plates
• Burritos
• Carnitas
, car.
• Menudo y Birria Sat.

1205 W. March
Stockton, CA 95
(209) 476-8802
Open Daily 10:00 AM TO 9:00 PM
College Square Shopping Center
NEXT TO MERVYN'S

10% OFF
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ason ends on high note
PACIFICAN
season might be over,
. orange and black can
py with a win to close
season.
faced St. Louis,
vest Missouri State and
& Elkins and came
with a win and two
SW Missouri State
the Tigers 3-0 last
'ay in the final regular
conference game in St.
Mo.
NorPac Conference
ament started the next
nd Pacific looked for
ption against host St.
The Billikens and
played tough for two
and were tied 0-0. St.
won in the second over

time 1-0.
In the fifth-place game
Pacific faced the familiar
Davis & Elkins. The Tigers
had defeated D&E 2-0 at
home earlier in the year and
were looking to repeat that
feat.
Behind a goal from Beth
Vechinski the Tigers went up
1-0. But Davis & Elkins'
Shannon Reed tied it up with
19:58 remaining in the first
period.
After two scoreless over
times, penalty strokes were
taken. Pacific's Leanne Tarr
and Amanda Hardin connect
ed on two penalty strokes
while D&E's Kristi Miller had
their only penalty stroke goal
to give the Tigers the 2-1 vic
tory.

Intramural Update
is year's bowling tourmt consisted of 7 fourbowling teams.
The
earns of the Tats and Pu
i dominated the eonv
n, each posting team
: in the 7(J0's. The Tats
.xl to be victorious as
went on to post an aver"one of 729.
ramural volleyball is in
wing. In Men's A, the
teams of Pike and The
r Team have jumped out,
team having two wins
e. The Men's B division,

Phi Del t and Team Grace,
have been impressive, post
ing a 3-0 records. In the
Women's league DG has been
the only team to establish a
winning record at 3-0. Rx and
the Digby's have both made a
strong showing as the remain
to be undefeated in their
respective North and South
Divisions in Co-Rec.
Baun Fitness Center:
Closed
Wednesday,
November 25 and reopens
Monday, November 30 due
to Thanksgiving Break.

Club Soccer

ub team goes to
gional playoffs
ACIFICAN
tic visited Las Vegas
regional finals but
to Utah State. Brian
scored the lone goal
fic.
faced Long Beach
,n 'he round robin
ment. Tied at 1-1,
'wis broke out on a
"°ne late in the game
* advantage of the
,n capitalizing. The

Tigers rode on to a 2-1 win.
Matt Bronaugh had UOP's
other goal. Pacific also lost
to UCSD 3-0 in round robin
p!ay.
It was the farthest that
UOP club soccer has ever
gotten in their history. In
past years UOP did not
have the funding to attend.
This year it was close but
much of the trip was selffunded just so they could
make the trip.

Freshman goalkeeper Lisa
Beach was named the confer
ence's November Rookie of
the Month for her 13 saves
against SW Missouri State.
Brenda Doyle and Sarah
Wright were named to the allconference team.
Pacific finished 5-9 on the
season and 2-3 in NorPac
Conference play. They fin
ished fifth out of six teams
and look to improve in 1999.

Volleyball
Continued from page 20
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Hoops.
(Mr. Basketball) and win
ning three state champi
onships.
"Its kind of funny having
three Nebraskans on the
team," said Hahn after
Friday's game. "We're all
having a lot of fun running
the system. It's been a big
change from high school."
"These are the best fresh
man I've ever seen," said the
usually stoic Williams. The
new-look Tigers may help
ease Thomason's rebuilding
job from last season's NIT

squad.
"VVe want to run." said
Thomason, (160-131 overall
at UOP). "We have some
great outside shooters."
"Guarding the ball is
going to be one of the tough
things for our team," said
Thomason, whose 1997-98
squad held opponents to a
stingy 63.2 ppg. This team
will need to play good
defense continue last sea
son's (23-10 overall, 14-2 Big
West) winning ways on a
schedule which includes
Final
Four
participant
Stanford.

opponents and referees, who
have adopted the name
"Testosterone Row," helped
secure the wins.
A spokesman for the group
said, "We take the other
team's physical characteristics
and exploit them to the full
extent. We take full advantage
of their names and full advan
tage of where they are from
and try to make them cry."
Their "support" was in full
force at Saturday's game
against Cal Poly as well when
the Tigers used their momen
tum to win in three easy sets
(15-4,15-8, 15-3).
"We focused on staying
intense, focusing the whole
way through, having heart
and being tough," said
Chambers.
With the Long Beach State

game on the road this
Saturday, the team focused
their skills on the challenge of
playing the No. 1 team in the
country.
Coach Dunning advised
players "Do not be satisfied"
after their success this week
end.
"They just want to instill in
us that we can't be satisfied
with what we were doing this
weekend," said Gormsen,
"that we need to get better in
all aspects of our game and
that we can't just go into Long
Beach expecting that since we
beat Santa Barbara we can do
the same".Pacific will host
Utah State Thursday, Nov. 12
at 7 p.m., and then travel
down South to play against
Long Beach State Saturday at
7:30 p.m.

Continued from page 19

Dunning. "We were ready for
them."
UOP may have been ready,
but it still seemed like a battle
between David and Goliath.
Pacific struggled in full force
against the mighty Gauchos
and rose to the challenge with
22 team blocks, a new seasonhigh.
The vigorous two-hour
game was dominated by long
rallies and numerous sideouts. The night was almost a
flashback to the Stanford
match with close scores of IO
CS, 15-8, 15-10 and 15-10 for
the Pacific win.
"We were hungry for this
win," said Dunning. "You get
tired of people asking you
why you can't win the big one
and you just get really hungry
I TEAM LEGENPSI
because you are working so
SCREENPRINTING
hard everyday."
M
Junior Elsa Stegemann I
EMBROIDERY
played with intense focus
smashing down a career high
T-SHIRTS, HATS. JACKETS MUCS.
PENS. KEYCHAINS. & MORE!!
32 kills. Stegemann also had
21 digs for the match.
BRING IN THIS AD AND
, REC1EVE 5% OFF THE
The Tigers relieved junior
BEST PRICES IN TOWN
Tanja Dimitrijevic in the sec
ond game, allowing Stockton
JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
4627 E FREMONT. STOCKTON
native Kara Gormsen to col
469-2474 FAX:469-4589
lect 53 assists.
(209) 474-1754
Stegemann would later say,
"That switch became our
focus, it calmed us down and
helped us execute our game."
Another factor in this
weekend's success was Tiger
"Mexican Restaurant"
spirit. Pep Band was out in
full force, the cheerleaders
Food To Go • Catering
were excited, the fans were
f Delicious Mexican
screaming, the dance team
food with a twist
was pumped and a group of
guys constantly heckling 7217 Pacific Avenue • Stockton. CA 152P7

X

(209) 951-6299
4343 Pacific Ave Suite C-l
Stockton, CA 95207
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Men's Water Polo

Satchkov squeaks one out
3

P a c i f i c
senior Todd
M i t c h e l l
started the
scoring
in
the fourth to
tie the game,
but
once
again Santa
B a r b a r a
countered.
T h e n
2Sa t c h k o v
n scored
his
J third goal of
J the game to
^
|
tie it up, but
once again
Senior Aaron Silberman surveys the pool for an open Tiger teammate.
the Gauchos
STEVE CABRAL
minute of the half and scored soon after to stay in
suprisingly had a 3-2 lead.
Staff Writer
control of the game.
In the second half, senior
The game was going
Pacific took on the UCSB Daniel Satchkov stepped it down to the wire and the
Gnuchos last Sunday in a up as he muscled in back to Pacific seniors took the game
slugfest that came down to back goals in the first minute
in their hands. Satchkov
the wire. The seniors were of the third period to help scored a 4-meter with 2:38
able to step it up and pull his team jump back in the left to tie it.
out a 9-8 win.
drivers seat of a see-saw bat
At this point, Pacific could
Pacific started the scoring tle, 4-3. The lead did not last
not afford to give the lead
as junior Chris Spencer long as the Gauchos fired back with two minutes left.
scored twenty seconds into back within 18 seconds to Senior Brian Basye went
the match and then senior knot it up at 4-4, but then down the pool and took his
Roman Vegiyants nailed a 4- Spencer scored his second
time as he cranked one past
meter to put the Tigers up goal 19 seconds after it was Santa
Barbara's
cocky
early 2-0.
tied up to put Pacific back on goalie, who had nothing to
Pacific was in control top by one.
say after that shot.
early on and tried to put a
Santa Barbara dodged a
Pacific finally had the lead
pesky Santa Barbara team few bullets as Wahlert made 9-8 but the timing was per
away that did not have as some big saves, with a game fect. The Gauchos made one
much talent as the Tigers but total of 11, and then had
last attempt but junior goalie
they seemed to play with a some luck as sophomore
Ryan Brown did not even
lot of heart. The Gauchos Cody Cannon rung a shot off
allow to develop as he
scored a two-pointer to tie the post. The Gauchos man
grabbed an attempted Hail
the game at 2-2 at the end of aged to stay within a goal
Mary pass, totaling nine
the first quarter.
and then tied it once again at saves on the day.
In the second quarter 5-5. It looked like that is how
"It was good to end our
senior goalie Lance Wahlert " the third period would end
last home game with a win,"
made some point blank but UCSB somehow was
said junior Andrew Tri. It
saves for the Gauchos to able to get the ball back and
shows we can comeback and
keep the game tied and also score with two seconds left
win close games which will
began
taunting
Pacific. in the period to jump in the
help our confidence in the
UGsB capatalized in the final lead.
final games of the season."

Kandi Man

Continued from page 20
KiKi
Vandeweghe.
Olowokandi
has
been
hanging his high tops in
Manhattan Beach, near Los
Angeles.
At least for one moment
though, he was able to for
get all of the NBA's woes
and return to his old

stomping grounds to be
honored for his stellar
career. You get the feeling
that UOP men's basketball
coach Bob Thomason could
suit him up this season.
Fans rose to the occasion
and showered him with
applause as he was present
ed the framed jersey. He
smiled and waved in his
dark suit on the very floor

where he scored a careerhigh 35 points vs. Boise
State.
I m happy to be back in
Stockton," the Nigerianborn, English-raised 'Kandi
Man said from the tunnel
at Spanos Center. "In a few
more months it'll be my
turn."
Fans can only hope he's
right.

THE

Soccer.

Continued from page 20
upcoming wedding between
coaches
Coleman
and
Michelle Vernon.
Nikki Lasher led the team
in a round of pictionary dur
ing the final minutes while
the other players sat on the
floor. Shelly Cena's mom
made care packages for the
whole team filled with candy
and stress-relief lotions to
soothe their nerves.
Pacific ended the season
with a 14-2-3 record while the
Golden Bears finished 13-7-0
overall and 7-2 in Pac-10 play.
The Bears have a 2-0-1 series
advantage, beating UOP 2-1
in their last meeting in 1996.
Coleman is not worried.
"We are a lot more mature
than when we played them

CorneL.

Continued from page 20
Nice move, Mikey
Freshman Mike Hahn
schooled an opponent on
Friday in the exhibition
opener for Pacific men's
hoops. He drove the lane,
drew the foul, went up and
under the rim and made a
reverse layup. And one. Well,
he was named Mr. Basketball
in Nebraska last seasoa
Using your dome
Tanja Dimitrijevic, UOFs
setter, actually used her head
to score a when UOP played
UCSB in women's v-ball.
UCSB's Roberta Gehlke
slammed a kill which
Dimitrijevic went to dig. It
bounced off the top of her
dome and went back over
the net and landed inbounds
for a Tiger point. Nice!
Look at all these rumors
• Supposedly, action is
being taken in the athletic
department to bring back
football by the year 2000.
• Michael Olowokandi
could bolt to Europe for a
professional
basketball
league if it looks like the
NBA will not end the lock
out. Money talks, and there
ain't no way you'll see a
seven-footer servin' up fries
at Mickie Dees since the 'O'
man has yet to see any
Clipper dollars.
Poor showing
Everybody
is
like,

*

AQjJ

two years ago,"
I
Sunday night. "1 de j
to say that they will hi!
lightly but I believe tha-A
think they got a greatJ
of this."
!
Coleman predicted |
matchup before it t |l
announced.
"I am kind of surpny *
said Coleman "because |V E
a feeling they would i I
Stanford and Berkeley tea
er to get a bigger draw
The winning team fi 1
Wednesday night will tq I
to play Santa Clara, the 14 I
seed in the tournament I f
Saturday or Sunday. Fori
full story on the Pad
California first round « '
check out the Pacificani I
site
http: / / pacifican.uop.edu I

e

"Michael Olowokandi r.
rah, rah" but 1 think it
rible that he was late furl]
jersey retirement at halfo
of last Friday's exhibit
basketball game, lnstea
doing it at halftime, the
mony was conducted
the second media timeout
the second half of the gartj
Jacobsen fan club
Recently, there has be#
growing faction ot Tigerl
that thinks Adani lacoh*!
shooting guard from
deserves to have his nrfl
retired. Although I am sisS'.Y
tical that it will ever h.ip|
add me to the list. Her.'
some numbers: Jacobs
the No. 5 career leader
points scored (1,313) at 0
Olowokandi is No lv("
Jacobsen is the career
at UOP for three-point
goals made (311) *
Olowokandi is the
field goal percentage
(.591). Jacobsen §••
career three-point p,nT^
(.384) and Olowokandi f
15 for career rebou~
average (7.52). I* ^
No. 6 at UOP for caw«
throws made (346) a
won't find Olowoka
this fist. Jacobsen n
time UOP leader tor;
assists (436), but the fo
is the career leader mshots with 160.
played more game*1
Tiger uniform than
ever. You make the
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pur Men's Basketball

esh faces may help rebuild
mason to press newcomers into immediate roles
LTON
s Editor

?ps season might be
-t time at Pacific if a
ed crop of youngsters
raw quickly,
can bet the farm that
ear head coach Bob
ason is hoping four
ireshmen will make an
diate impact as well as
[lement six returners
iree redshirt freshmen,
think we have the
to be a good baskettarn," Thomason said
-riday's 101-75 exhibivin over The Hoop"1 just don't know if
pieces will show up
night."
i man who will be
ed on to step up is
forward
Jason
ms. The 6-foot-7 athA/illiams is the Tigers'
eturning scorer and
nder from last season Earl Clark could bring stability to the point in 1998-99
pg, 5.1 rpg). His soft
around the hoop and the layup and plays vicious Ore., will try to anchor the
ved post play should defense on the perimeter, middle with No. 1 draft pick
him the top weapon but has to establish a jumper. Michael Olwokandi (22.2
ense and maybe even Clark's 80 assists last season ppg) gone. Mills is sidleined
with an ankle injury that
g West considerations. was second on the team.
could
keep him out for two
Scott
Thomason
and
redy McKnight and Earl
shirt
freshman
Nathan
Davis
weeks.
are a solid starting
That's where freshman
spell
Clark
and
Hirt. Both juniors saw will
M c K n i g h t center Tim Johnson steps in.
last searegularly.
At 6-10, 245 pounds,
n
Davis, a 6-1 Johnson will start immedi
'ght, a
guard from ately. Although he is no
ot i ng
D a n v i l l e , Olowokandi in the post, he
was
(Season opener)
could provide will be asked to bang around
Y from
another three- in the paint. The Hillsboro,
point
Saturday Nov. 14 point threat Ore. youngster should sur
a year
coach prise defenses with his
5 per7 p.m. at Spanos for
rebounding and mid-range
Thomason.
pt fgs)
Center
jumper.
J u n i o r
looking
Mike Preston, one of three
^Barry Marvel
than
Nebraskans
on the squad,
returns
from
his
best
season
Defensively,
he'
pd as well,
(2.9 ppg, 3.0 rpg) to provide will be asked to do the same
at s always been my rebounding, defense and a at 6-9 and 225 pounds.
three-point touch. Fellow Nebraskan Dan
heel," McKnight deft
his defense (who had Sophomore Bill Walton will Masters is very athletic and
teals vs. The Hoop). look for playing time as an versatile at 6-7.
Newcomer Mike Hahn
>een working on my
athletic 3-forward who can
enters
Pacific more decorat
jump and
hit
threes.
-and quickness."
ed
than
birthday cake, com
freshman
Eli
who started at Redshirt
ing
in
as
Nebraska High
u
Kiedrowski
adds
depth
up
• *rd for half the seaSchool
Player
of the Year
year, will need to be front.
Ross
Mills,
a
6-10
redshirt
onfident in 1998. He
See Hoops, page 17
en to penetrate for
freshman post from Salem,
..-IMH—M—M.M—M•—»•

Santa Clara vs.
Pacific

I
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Big West men's hoops
1998-99 predictions
Western Division
1. Cal PolyMike Wozniak is
V"7 back as confer
CAL POLY ence's top return
ing scorer (20.4
ppg) and C Chris Bjorklund
(17.9 ppg) and F Watende
Favors (10 ppg) should help
Mustangs win West. Poly will
run and hit threes.
2.
PacificDespite
losing
much of team to
graduation, Jason
Williams (8.7 ppg)
and G Clay McKnight (45 per
cent 3-pt. fgs) could help 6-10
freshman C Tim Johnson and
young Tigers mature.
3. Long Beach
State- Always tal
$Ur.*
ented, oft-overrat
ed 49ers might
need G Antrone
Lee (11.7 ppg) and D'Cean
Bryant (12.7ppg, 6.9 rpg) to gel
with 6-8 F Grant Stone to live up
to potential.
4. Cal
Fullertona
Flarmon,
smooth 6-7 F (153
ppg) needs help
from teammates G Kenroy
Jarrett and F Mark Richardson
(4.8 rpg) if the Titans plan on
winning.
5. UC Santa
BarbaraNew
coach
Bob
Williams
will
need more pro
duction from F B.J. Bunton (10.8
ppg) and G Brandon Payton (7.9
ppg) in 1998-99. Williams won
national title at Div. II UC Davis
last year.
6. UC IrvineYoung,
small
Anteaters
will
struggle. Adam
Stetson is solid at
F (12.1 ppg) and G Jason
Flowers (8.2 ppg) should
improve.

Eastern Division
1. Idaho- Avery
Curry 097 ppg)

vJp-fit may be all-confer
ence. He and three
starters
other
return, among them Clifford
Gray (11 ppg). Newly pnzed
recruit 6-5 G/F Gordon Scott
could make immediate impact.

2. Boise StateThe Broncos could
challenge for title
with an athletic
backcourt Gerry
Washington (11.4 ppg) and con
ference stud Roberto Beigersen
(19.4 ppg). Kejuan Woods (7
ppg) will help up front.
3. New Mexico
State- Coach Lou
Henson's athletic
bunch will be led
by F Charles Gosa
(12.5 ppg). Aaron Brodt will be
tough in post and Aggies need
good guard play.
4. Utah StateLast year's NCAA
bid has an inexpe
rienced backcourt
for new coach
Stew Morrill. Forward Donnie
Johnson (9.5 ppg, 7.5 rpg) and
Pharoah Davis (8.8 ppg, 6.4 rpg)
will carry Aggies.
5. Nevada- Hit
hard by gradua
tion. Gone are
Jimmy
Carroll
and
F
Paul
Culbertson. Guard Tommy
Zapata (2.4 ppg) and F Lament
Bonner (2 ppg, 2 rpg) will need
to energize young Wolf Pack
squad.
6. North TexasC h a r l e s
Washington (10-5
ppg, 87 rpg) must
get help from
teammates if coach Vic Trilli
hopes to make Big West
Tournament and improve from
5-21 last war

Compiled by The Pacifican

http://pacifican.uop .edu

I hey were good enough,
smart enough and gosh darn,
people liked them.
Spanos Center was packed
with supportive fans this
weekend as Pacific played
with self confidence with a big
win over UC Santa Barbara
Thursday. A stunning second
win over Cal Poly on Saturday
reassured their self-worth.
Coach John Dunning boost
ed morale sufficiently in a fiery
Tigers' victory over No. 7
UCSB.
"We knew that it was going
to be a battle, we knew that
they were a very good team
and we knew that they were
going to come to play." said
See Volleyball, page 17
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C S CORN
C. COLTON
Sports Editor

Take warning
John Dunning UGPB
head coach was ecstafca
defeating No. 7 liC9
Barbara last week but htfl
a message to his team cl
white board during tn|
meeting after the wl
wrote, "Congrats! Donti
isfied." Dunning also!
me, "If they think that'sj
they're wrong. It s •
beginning."

Tracy Chambers' super-quick attack stifled the Gauchos in the Tigers' upset of No. 7 UCSB

See Corner, pc

Women's Soccer

Even the No. 1 pick in the
NBA Draft may have to find
himself a real job.
Amidst all the cheers,
jubilation and recognition
Michael
Olowokandi
received during the retire
ment ceremony of his No. 55
jersey at Spanos Center last
Friday, one small detail is
unresolved. He has yet to
play even one second as a
Los Angeles Clipper.
The NBA, locked out since
June 31, has canceled a slew
of games and is preparing to
cancel another handful as
the league-imposed lockout
continues.
Both sides, the players'
union and the owners, have
met on several occasions but
they have been able to agree
on only one thing. They
completely disagree with

Cat Bears to travi
to UOP for NCAA

during a lockout. His salary
cannot be negotiated either
until the lockout ceases.
In
the
meantime,
Olowokandi has been refin
ing his game with the help
of former NBA greats
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and

For exclusive coverage of last night s
California NCAA first round women's t><
check The Pacifican web site <">'

See Kandi Man, page 18
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